The Amazing New ECOTURF 2000 System.

It Turns Your Irrigation System into a Complete, Effortless, Automatic Turf Management System For Your Playing Surface.

Just Think of it! Your Athletic Field or Golf Course can be Fertilized Automatically on a Continuous Basis ... Buying time and manpower for other turf maintenance needs.

- NON-TOXIC.
  Your turf will be completely safe. By using our organic-based products, the ECOTURF 2000 leaves no harmful chemical residue to pollute the underground water supply.

- NO MORE FUSS AND BOther — NO MORE HIT AND MISS APPLICATION.
  Each time your turf is watered, the ECOTURF 2000 precisely delivers a measured amount of nutrients to meet exact needs. Once distributed — through your irrigation system — this small amount of organic material is immediately absorbed into the roots of your turf.

- AND WHILE YOU'RE CREATING A MORE DURABLE, BEAUTIFUL, ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE PLAYING SURFACE, YOU'LL ALSO BE SAVING MONEY.
  Consistent testing shows that the ECOTURF 2000 System requires less water and fertilizer to produce greener, healthier turf.

- ALL SOLID STATE: MICRO PROCESSOR CONTROLLED, WITH A SIMPLIFIED CARD READER FOR EASY USE.

- BATTERY BACK-UP FOR POWER SURGE OR FAILURE CONDITIONS.

FOR HEALTHIER, STURDIER, AND MORE RESILIENT TURF TOMORROW, DON'T DELAY.

CALL 1-800-220-TURF TODAY AND CONTINUE SAVING MONEY FOR YEARS TO COME.

A SCIENTIFICALLY TESTED SYSTEM THAT WILL PRODUCE THE GREENEST, HEALTHIEST, SAFEST TURF POSSIBLE.
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